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I. INTRODUCTION  

The claims asserted in this action belong to Oracle Corporation.  Normally, 

Oracle’s Board of Directors would decide whether and how to pursue 

them.  However, Lead Plaintiff Firemen’s Retirement System of St. Louis (“Lead 

Plaintiff” or “Firemen’s”) has alleged that Oracle’s Board cannot be trusted to 

perform that function and accordingly, that Firemen’s should be permitted to stand 

in the Board’s shoes.  Delaware law, of course, permits such derivative actions in 

appropriate circumstances.  However, Delaware law also long has required that a 

stockholder who seeks to take on such a role must have owned stock in the 

corporation both at the time of the events in question and at all times thereafter, 

through final judgment.  This requirement of “continuous ownership” has been 

described as a “straightforward” and “bright line rule,” which reflects a “bedrock 

tenet of Delaware law.”

In this case, the undisputed facts show that Firemen’s did not have 

“continuous ownership” of Oracle stock at all relevant times.  Since announcement 

of the challenged transaction, Firemen’s has transferred “all incidents of ownership” 

regarding its Oracle shares to third-parties on no fewer than eighteen 

occasions.  Firemen’s made these transfers pursuant to a so-called “Securities 

Lending Agreement,” which (despite its name) resulted in an “absolute transfer of 

title” with respect to those shares.  The Agreement states, in clear and unambiguous 
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terms, that third-parties obtained “all” rights attendant to ownership—including the 

full power to vote, and to sell or otherwise convey the shares that were transferred 

to them.  And while Firemen’s had a contractual right to receive back “equivalent” 

securities at some future point in time, it is well-established that such inchoate rights 

do not constitute “ownership” for purposes of standing. 

Although even one gap in ownership is enough to defeat Lead Plaintiff’s 

standing, the nature of the transfers at issue here further demonstrates why Firemen’s 

should not be permitted to continue in its appointed role.  “Securities Lending” 

agreements of this type exist primarily to facilitate short-selling and empty voting 

tactics, which are antithetical to the corporation’s interests.  Indeed, just eleven days 

after securing appointment from the Court as a fiduciary to assert Oracle’s claims, 

Firemen’s gave up its right to vote at the 2017 Oracle annual shareholders’ meeting, 

where Oracle’s entire Board (including Mr. Ellison and all but one of the other Board 

members that Firemen’s has sued in this case) stood for reelection.1 A party that 

knowingly transferred its shares in this manner—surrendering its right to vote on 

reelection of the very Directors it has accused of breaching their fiduciary duties—

is not fit to substitute its judgment for that of Oracle’s Board.  Firemen’s was 

apparently more interested in generating fees from “loaning” its shares than in 

                                          

1 H. Raymond Bingham, a former defendant, did not stand for reelection 
because he retired from Oracle’s Board in March 2017.
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maintaining its status as a derivative plaintiff.  In doing so, Firemen’s lost its 

standing to bring these claims.  Summary judgment against Firemen’s is therefore 

appropriate. 

II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND  

A. Firemen’s Purported To Be a Sophisticated Investor with a 15-year 
History of “Continuously” Owning Oracle Stock  

Firemen’s is a public pension trust fund based in St. Louis, Missouri.  

Firemen’s portrays itself as a sophisticated investor that controls nearly 

in assets.  Declaration of Dorottya Schranz (“Schranz Decl.”) Ex. 15 (Firemen’s 

Annual Actuarial Valuation as of October 1, 2019) at 3.   

Firemen’s claims to have been an Oracle stockholder since at least January 

2006.  See Schranz Decl. Ex. 16 (Firemen’s Responses and Objections to 

Defendants’ First Set of Interrogatories) at 21.  In each of the four complaints filed 

in this action, including the most recent filed on February 18, 2020, Firemen’s 

certified that it has “continuously been a stockholder” at all relevant times, and “is a 

current Oracle stockholder.”  See Verified Derivative Compl. ¶ 12, Dkt. 9; Verified 

Am. Derivative Compl. ¶ 18, Dkt. 139; Verified Second Am. Derivative Compl. 

¶ 164, Dkt. 271; Verified Third Am. Derivative Compl. at ¶ 196, Dkt. 315. 
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B. Firemen’s Retained Northern Trust as Its Custodian and Invested 
in Oracle Stock Through Its Advisors 

Since March 1, 2000, Firemen’s has employed The Northern Trust Company 

(“Northern Trust”) as its investment custodian.  See Declaration of Claudiu L. 

Besoaga, Vice President and Relationship Manager of The Northern Trust Company 

(“Northern Trust Decl.”) ¶ 4 and Ex. 1 (FRSSL0000281) (Master Custodian 

Agreement with Northern Trust signed March 2000); see also Schranz Decl. Ex. 17 

(FRSSL0001536) (Firemen’s List of Professional Service Providers labeling 

Northern Trust as its “Master Custodian”).  Firemen’s also retained an “Investment 

Consultant,” Summit Strategies Group (“Summit Strategies”), in March 2005.  See

Schranz Decl. Ex. 17 (FRSSL0001536) at -542.  Northern Trust did not advise 

Firemen’s with respect to its investments; instead, Firemen’s selected separate 

investment managers, with help from Summit Strategies, to “undertake the goals, 

objectives, and investment structure decided on by the Board[.]”  Schranz Decl. Ex. 

16 (Lead Plaintiff’s Responses and Objections to Defendants’ First Set of 

Interrogatories) at 14.   

Two such investment managers, Eagle Capital Management LLC (“Eagle 

Capital”) and Intech Investment Management LLC (“Intech”), have managed 

Firemen’s Oracle investments since Oracle announced its intention to acquire 

NetSuite on July 28, 2016. Firemen’s avers that it delegated to these investment 
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advisors “full discretionary authority to make investment decisions regarding all 

assets placed under their control, including decisions to buy, hold, and sell 

securities[.]”  Id.   

In March 2000, Firemen’s entered into a Master Custodian Agreement with 

Northern Trust.  See Northern Trust Decl. ¶ 4 and Ex. 1 (FRSSL0000281).  That 

agreement “appoints Northern [Trust] as custodian” of certain Firemen’s assets and 

describes the custodial and other services that Northern Trust will provide.  Northern 

Trust Decl. Ex. 1 (FRSSL0000281) at -282.  Northern Trust was the custodian for 

all of Firemen’s Oracle stock holdings from the time that Firemen’s first acquired 

Oracle stock in 2006 through at least July 31, 2019.  See Schranz Decl. Ex. 18 

(Firemen’s Summary Plan Description For Firefighters (June 2016)) at *7 (“The 

Northern Trust Company, Chicago, Illinois is responsible for the safekeeping of 

securities owned by the Pension Fund.”).

C. Firemen’s Authorized Northern Trust To Transfer “All Incidents” 
of Its Oracle Stock Ownership To Third-Parties 

The Master Custodian Agreement contemplated that Firemen’s could, at its 

election, separately authorize Northern Trust to “lend” securities held in its custody.  

See Northern Trust Decl. Ex. 1 (FRSSL0000281) at -287 (providing that Northern 

Trust may be “appoint[ed] . . . as a lending fiduciary by means of a separate written 

agreement” with Firemen’s).  The Master Custodian Agreement made clear that in 
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order to facilitate any such “lending,” Northern Trust would be authorized by means 

of a separate written agreement to “transfer the securities to the borrower and invest 

the collateral received in exchange for the securities,” and that “notwithstanding 

anything in [the Master Custodian agreement] to the contrary, the borrower shall 

have the authority and the responsibility to vote securities it has borrowed.”  Id.

In July 2000, as contemplated by the Master Custodian Agreement, Firemen’s 

and Northern Trust entered into a “Securities Lending Authorization Agreement” 

(“Agreement”) appointing Northern Trust as its agent for purposes of transferring 

“ownership” of Firemen’s Oracle stock to various third-parties selected by Northern 

Trust.  See Northern Trust Decl. Ex. 4 (FRSSL0000299) at -299, -303.  

Pursuant to the Agreement, Firemen’s authorized Northern Trust to transfer 

“ ” in Firemen’s Oracle shares to third-parties.  Id. at -303 

(emphasis added).  Firemen’s agreed, for example, that during the period of any such 

transfer, the third-party recipient “

.”  Id.

(emphasis added).  Firemen’s also represented and warranted that it was “

.”  Id. at -305 (emphasis added).  In its marketing materials regarding this 

program, Northern Trust stated that these transfers of securities would be 
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accompanied by an “ .”  Northern Trust Decl. ¶ 11 and Ex. 8 

(NT000078) at 4.  In other words, once Firemen’s transferred shares through this 

program, it lost all rights conferred by those shares and all rights to control them.2

Whenever Firemen’s transfers its shares under the Agreement, it receives only 

contractual rights in return.  First, Firemen’s receives the right to acquire “Equivalent 

Securities” from the transferee upon expiration of the “loan” (whether at the election 

of the transferee or on demand).  See Northern Trust Decl. Ex. 4 (FRSSL0000299) 

at -302.  “Equivalent Securities” are defined as securities “

” to the transferred securities.  Id. at -306.  

Second, Firemen’s receives the right to the benefit provided by the transferee’s 

deposit of collateral with Northern Trust, which protects against the risk that the 

transferee will default on its obligation to deliver such “Equivalent Securities.”  Id. 

                                          

2  Consistent with Northern Trust’s own description, numerous learned treatises 
recognize that transactions such as these are not simply “loans,” regardless of how
they are labeled.  Instead, “the transaction is in fact the absolute transfer of title 
(sale) against an undertaking to return equivalent securities.” Mark C. Faulkner, 
An Introduction to Securities Lending (Spitalfields Advisors Ltd., 2006) at p. 9 
(emphasis added) (included in compendium); see also Robert C. Apfel, et al., Short 
Sales, Damages and Class Certification in 10b-5 Actions (2001) at 14 (describing 
the term “borrowed” in the context of securities lending as “problematic” because 
“it implies that investor K continues to own the share [it lent]” when, “in fact, the 
borrowing transaction is more like a sale from investor K to short seller S, combined 
with a forward sale in which S promises to return the share to K at the same price 
plus interest and dividends” and noting, “[c]onceived this way, it is clear that 
investor K has temporarily surrendered ownership”) (included in compendium).  
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at -302.  At the same time, the Agreement recognizes that there may be situations 

where this collateral will be insufficient “

.”  Id. at -301.  Third, Firemen’s 

receives the right to earnings on the collateral—

.3 Id. at -303; Northern Trust Decl. Ex. 6 (NT000441), 

at -441.  And finally, to the extent dividends are paid before Equivalent Securities 

are delivered back to Firemen’s, those dividends are paid directly to the transferee 

(or to any party receiving the transferee’s shares), with the original transferee

making an equivalent payment to Northern Trust for credit to Firemen’s account.  

Northern Trust Decl. Ex. 4 (FRSSL0000299) at -303; see, e.g., Northern Trust Decl. 

Ex. 2 (FRSSL0000001) at -021.  

D. Firemen’s In Fact Transferred “All Incidents” of Its Oracle Stock 
Ownership to Third-Parties on at Least Eighteen Occasions During 
the Relevant Period 

Oracle announced its intent to acquire NetSuite for $109 a share on July 28, 

2016.  See Verified Derivative Compl. ¶ 114, Dkt. 9.  Between July 28, 2016 and 

                                          

3  By addendum dated October 5, 2015, Firemen’s authorized Northern Trust to 
invest cash collateral in certain specified “Collateral Fund[s],” which in turn invested 
in other securities.  See Northern Trust Decl. Ex. 7 (NT000443) (Oct. 2015 
Addendum) at -443-44.  Firemen’s received ownership units in these funds, 
including the right to receive income distributions.  Id. at -467.  In other words, upon 
transferring its Oracle shares, Firemen’s became an owner of different securities—
ownership units in Northern Trust’s Collateral Fund—with the right to receive 
distributions from that fund.   
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July 18, 2017, the date on which Firemen’s filed its first verified derivative 

complaint, Firemen’s transferred all of its Oracle shares to third-parties on seven 

occasions.  See Schranz Decl. ¶¶ 5-8 and Ex. 1 (citing documents evidencing share 

holdings and transfers).  On each such occasion, Firemen’s received “Equivalent 

Securities” in the same amount, days or weeks later.  See Northern Trust Decl. Ex. 

4 (FRSSL0000299) at -302 and Ex 9 (NT000054); see also Schranz Decl. Ex. 1.  

Firemen’s initial complaint nonetheless alleged that Firemen’s “was a stockholder 

of Oracle at the time of the wrongdoing complained of, [and] has continuously been 

a stockholder since that time.”  Verified Derivative Compl. at ¶ 12, Dkt. 9. 

On August 18, 2017, Firemen’s filed a motion for appointment as Lead 

Plaintiff in this action, asking the Court to choose Firemen’s for this role over 

Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (“SEPTA”).  See Firemen’s 

Mot. for Appointment of Lead Plaintiff and Co-Lead Counsel, Dkt. 20.  Three days 

later, on August 21, 2017, Firemen’s transferred all 41,400 of its Oracle shares to 

third-parties.  See Schranz Decl. Ex. 1.  Firemen’s made no mention of this transfer 

at the August 25, 2017 hearing during which it was appointed Lead Plaintiff—or at 

any time during this litigation.  The Court appointed Firemen’s as Lead Plaintiff on 

September 7, 2017.  See Sept. 7, 2017 Order Appointing Lead Plaintiff and Co-Lead 

Counsel, Dkt. 32.  
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On September 18, 2017, Firemen’s again transferred all of its Oracle stock to 

third-parties.  See Schranz Decl. Ex. 1.  September 18, 2017 was the record date for 

Oracle’s annual stockholder meeting covering its May 31, 2017 fiscal year—the 

meeting at which all of the Oracle Directors that Firemen’s has sued in this action 

(with the exception of Mr. Bingham, who retired in March 2017) stood for 

reelection.  See Schranz Decl. Ex. 18 (Oracle Corp. Proxy Statement (Schedule 14A) 

(Sept. 28, 2017)) at 7-10.

  Compare Declaration of Mark T. 

Robertson, General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer at Eagle Capital, ¶ 7 and 

Ex. 2 (EAGLE0000306) (

) with Northern Trust Decl. Ex. 2 (FRSSL0000001), at -20 (statement of 

investments showing transactions in Eagle Capital account in 2017).  Firemen’s 

received “Equivalent Securities” on September 20, 2017.  See Schranz Decl. Ex. 9 

(FRSSL0061432) (Excerpt of September 2017 Earnings Statement) at -451. 
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Between September 19, 2017 and May 5, 2019,4 Firemen’s transferred all of 

its Oracle shares to third-parties on nine additional occasions, each time receiving 

“Equivalent Securities” at some later point in time.  See Northern Trust Decl. Ex. 9; 

Schranz Decl. Ex. 1.  Despite this, Firemen’s alleged—in all three verified and 

amended complaints—that it continuously held Oracle shares.  See Verified Am. 

Derivative Compl. at ¶ 18, Dkt. 139; Verified Second Am. Derivative Compl. at ¶ 

164, Dkt. 271; Verified Third Am. Derivative Compl. at ¶ 196, Dkt. 315. 

In total, Lead Plaintiff transferred all of its Oracle shares at least eighteen 

times since the July 28, 2016 announcement of the NetSuite transaction, with at least 

eleven of those transfers occurring after Firemen’s filed its first complaint in this 

action on July 18, 2017: 

Date Shares 
Transferred

# of Shares Held 
Prior To 
Transfer

# of Shares 
Transferred

1 7/28/2016 49,200 49,200

2 8/4/2016 49,200 49,200

3 8/31/2016 49,200 49,200

4 9/2/2016 49,200 49,200

                                          

4  The records produced by Firemen’s and Northern Trust only show Firemen’s 
share transfers through May 5, 2019.  It is therefore possible that Firemen’s has 
transferred ownership of its Oracle shares on additional occasions during this 
litigation.  
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5 10/5/2016 49,200 49,200

6 2/22/2017 49,200 49,200

7 4/13/2017 49,200 49,200

8 8/21/2017 41,400 41,400

9 9/18/2017 37,700 37,700

10 9/28/2017 37,700 37,700

11 10/10/2017 37,700 37,700

12 10/19/2017 37,700 37,700

13 11/15/2017 37,700 37,700

14 3/16/2018 37,700 37,700

15 8/1/2018 24,875 24,875

16 10/31/2018 22,575 22,575

17 4/11/2019 22,730 22,730

18 5/2/2019 22,730 22,730

E. Firemen’s Repeated Transfers Facilitated Short Selling Activities 
and Empty Voting, Which Was Contrary to Oracle’s Interests   

The practice of “securities lending” is not new, and the dangers of “securities 

lending” programs are well-known.  Indeed, the world’s largest pension fund, 

Japan’s Government Pension Investment Fund, recently stopped participating in 

such programs.  As that fund explained, the practice “effectively creates a gap in the 

period in which the stock is held,” “can be inconsistent with the fulfillment of the 
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stewardship responsibilities of a long-term investor,” and “lacks transparency in 

terms of who is the ultimate borrower and for what purpose they are borrowing.”  

Schranz Decl. Ex. 20 (Japan Government Pension Investment Fund, Press Release: 

Suspension of Stock Lending Activities, Dec. 3, 2019); see also Schranz Decl. Ex. 21 

(Reuters article, “World’s largest pension fund halts stock lending to short sellers,” 

dated Dec. 3, 2019).  

Japan’s Government Pension Investment Fund is not alone in this view.  For 

over a decade, prominent academics and SEC commissioners have recognized that 

securities lending can harm corporations.  This is because securities lending 

facilitates short selling—the practice whereby a person or entity who believes a stock 

price will go down (the “short seller”), sells borrowed stock in hopes that the price 

falls, at which point the seller “covers” the short position by purchasing equivalent 

stock to fulfill its obligation to the lender.  See, e.g., Schranz Decl. Ex. 22 (SEC 

webpage describing short sales) (“Brokerage firms typically lend stock to customers 

who engage in short sales, using the firm’s own inventory, the margin account of 

another of the firm’s customers, or another lender.”).  Short selling rewards those 

who wager against a company’s success.  And given that short sellers profit from 

stock price declines, they are incented to act in ways that cause a company’s stock 

price to decline.  See, e.g., Michael J. de la Merced, S.E.C. Accuses Trader of 

Spreading Rumors, N.Y. Times (Apr. 25, 2008), available at 
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https://www.nytimes.com/2008/04/25/business/25data.html (describing the SEC’s

efforts to “investigate cases in which stock prices have been possibly manipulated 

by traders spreading false negative information about companies so that they could 

collect a profit as the stock of the companies fell” and describing examples of the 

practice) (included in compendium); see also Merritt B. Fox, Lawrence R. Glosten, 

Paul C. Tetlock, Short Selling and the News: A Preliminary Report on an Empirical 

Study, 54 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. 645, 657 (2010) (“[T]he availability of short selling 

does increase the level of the fraudulent practice of spreading false news and trading 

to take advantage of the distortion in price.”) (included in compendium).

Securities lending also facilitates “empty voting,” whereby investors (usually 

hedge funds) borrow stock to accumulate votes and sway outcomes for financial 

gain.  See, e.g., Henry T. C. Hu & Bernard Black, Empty Voting and Hidden 

(Morphable) Ownership: Taxonomy, Implications, and Reforms, 61 Bus. Law. 1011, 

1029 (2006) (explaining that an investor “can buy shares just before the record date 

and sell them soon thereafter,” with “economic exposure for a short period” with a 

reduced “link between economic ownership and voting rights”) (included in 

compendium); Kara Scannell, How Borrowed Shares Swing Company Votes, Wall 

St. J. (Jan. 26, 2007), https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB116978080268188623 

(included in compendium).   
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The SEC has recognized that “empty voting” is detrimental to companies 

because it permits voting by short sellers “with [ ] negative economic interest in the 

company,” who “may prefer that the company’s share price fall rather than 

increase.”  See Schranz Decl. Ex. 23 (SEC Concept Release on the U.S. Proxy 

System) at 139 (“It is a source of some concern that [important corporate actions] 

might be decided by persons who could have the incentive to elect unqualified 

directors or block actions that are in the interests of the shareholders as a whole.”).  

This type of voting “contradicts the widely-held assumption that equity securities 

are voted based on an interest in increasing shareholder value and in a way to protect 

shareholder’s interests or enhance the value of the investment in the securities.”  Id.

For these very reasons, Oracle’s insider trading policy prohibits all employees 

and directors from “purchasing financial instruments (including prepaid variable 

forward contracts, equity swaps, short sales [and the like]) . . . or otherwise engaging 

in transactions that are designed to or have the effect of hedging or offsetting any 

decrease in the market value of Oracle securities.”  See Schranz Decl. Ex. 19

(Oracle’s September 28, 2017 Proxy Statement).  Firemen’s “securities lending” 

actions facilitate conduct that violates the express policies of the entity whose 

interests Firemen’s purports to represent.  
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III. SUMMARY JUDGMENT IS APPROPRIATE BECAUSE FIREMEN’S 
DID NOT HAVE CONTINUOUS OWNERSHIP OF ORACLE STOCK 
THROUGHOUT THE RELEVANT PERIOD 

Court of Chancery Rule 56 provides that summary judgment “shall be 

rendered forthwith” if “there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and . . . the 

moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.”  Ct. Ch. R. 56(c).  

There is no genuine issue of material fact.  It is indisputable that Lead Plaintiff 

transferred “all incidents of ownership” with respect to its Oracle stock to third-

parties on at least eighteen occasions since announcement of the challenged 

transaction, including during the pendency of this litigation.  The terms of the 

Agreement governing those transfers are clear and unambiguous.  The question, 

purely legal, is whether Firemen’s should be permitted to continue pursuing Oracle’s 

claims in this litigation despite these repeated violations of Delaware’s strict 

continuous ownership rule.  The answer is no.  El Paso Pipeline GP Co. v. 

Brinckerhoff, 152 A.3d 1248, 1256 (Del. 2016) (“Once standing is lost, the court 

lacks the power to adjudicate the matter[.]”).

A. A Derivative Plaintiff Must Have “Continuous Stock Ownership” 
From the Time of the Challenged Actions Through Final Judgment  

Under Delaware law, a stockholder bringing a derivative suit on behalf of a 

corporation must allege (and ultimately prove) that the plaintiff held stock in the 

corporation “at the time of the transaction of which such stockholder complains.”  
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8 Del. C. § 327.  Delaware courts have long required that a derivative plaintiff 

maintain “continuous stock ownership” in the corporation from the time of the 

transaction at issue through final judgment.  See Lewis v. Anderson, 477 A.2d 1040, 

1049 (Del. 1984) (“A plaintiff who ceases to be a shareholder, whether by reason of 

a merger or for any other reason, loses standing to continue a derivative suit.”).  The 

continuous ownership requirement has been described as a “bright line rule,” Ash v. 

McCall, 2000 WL 1370341, at *11 (Del. Ch. Sept. 15, 2000), and it “has become a 

bedrock tenet of Delaware law [.]”  In re New Valley Corp. Deriv. Litig., 2004 WL 

1700530, at *3 (Del. Ch. June 28, 2004); see also Parfi Holding AB v. Mirror Image 

Internet, Inc., 954 A.2d 911, 940 (Del. Ch. 2008).   

“Continuous ownership” means precisely what it says.  It does not matter 

whether the loss of ownership is temporary.  See, e.g., New Valley, 2004 WL 

1700530 at *2-3 (rejecting putative plaintiff’s argument that his lapse in ownership 

should not deprive him of standing because “his subsequent purchase or [sic] stock 

bookends a short time span of not holding stock punctuating continuous ownership 

by a long-term investor” (emphasis omitted)).  It does not matter whether the loss of 

ownership is intentional.  Id. at *4; Quadrant Structured Products Co., Ltd. v. Vertin,

115 A.3d 535, 552 (Del. Ch. 2015) (“Under the continuous ownership requirement,

if a plaintiff no longer holds stock, regardless of whether the divestiture was 

voluntary or involuntary, then the plaintiff loses standing to sue.”).  It does not matter 
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when during litigation the loss of ownership occurs.  Strategic Asset Mgmt. v. 

Nicholson, 2004 WL 2847875, at *3 (Del. Ch. Nov. 30, 2004) (finding loss of 

continuous ownership where plaintiff sold stock after negotiating a settlement but 

before a final judgment).   

B. The Undisputed Facts Demonstrate That Firemen’s Repeatedly 
Violated The Continuous Ownership Rule  

“One of the benefits of the ‘continuous ownership requirement’ is that it is 

straightforward.”  Id. at *2.  Even one gap in continuous ownership is sufficient to 

destroy standing.  See New Valley, 2004 WL 1700530 at *2-4.  Here, there is no 

dispute that Firemen’s transferred “all incidents of ownership” over all of its Oracle 

shares on at least eighteen occasions between July 28, 2016 and May 5, 2019.  Supra,

Sections II.C.5 One of the “incidents of ownership” that Firemen’s transferred was 

the right to sue derivatively.  See Urdan v. WR Capital Partners, LLC, 2019 WL 

3891720, at *8, 10 (Del. Ch. Aug. 19, 2019) (one of the “right[s] associated with 

share ownership” is a stockholder’s “right to sue derivatively”).

On eighteen separate occasions during the period it was supposed to maintain 

continuous ownership, Firemen’s created impermissible gaps in its ownership of 

                                          

5 The period for which Firemen’s was required to maintain continuous 
ownership began at the latest when the transaction was announced on July 28, 2016.  
See Montgomery v. Aetna Plywood, Inc., 231 F.3d 399, 406-08 (7th Cir. 2000) (“[A] 
review of Delaware law reveals that the ‘time of the challenged transaction’ . . . is 
when the terms of the transaction are established.”). 
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Oracle shares.  Supra, Section II.D; Schranz Decl. Ex. 1.  The Court need inquire no 

further under Delaware’s “bright line rule” for derivative plaintiff standing.  See Ash,

2000 WL 1370341, at *11. 

C. The Undisputed Facts Show That Firemen’s Did Not Maintain 
Beneficial Ownership of Oracle Stock 

Because Firemen’s indisputably ceded “all” incidents of ownership regarding 

its Oracle shares, it is forced to argue that it nonetheless somehow maintained 

“beneficial ownership” of those shares.  See Schranz Decl. Ex. 24 (Mar. 6, 2020 Ltr. 

from C. Lyons to E. Norman) at 4 n.2.  Firemen’s argument fails at every level.  

The term “beneficial ownership” is “commonly understood to encompass the 

notion of having the ‘true’ ownership interest with title held by another.”6 CME 

Group Inc. v. Chi. Bd. Options Exch., 2009 WL 1856693, at *5 (Del. Ch. June 25, 

2009).  Typical examples of beneficial ownership include situations where shares of 

stock are registered in “street name,” or assets are held in trust for a beneficiary.  Id.

                                          

6  Delaware courts use the term “beneficial ownership” interchangeably with 
“equitable ownership.”  See Anadarko Petroleum Corp. v. Panhandle Eastern Corp.,
545 A.2d 1171, 1176 (Del. 1988).  Whatever the nomenclature, neither “beneficial” 
nor “equitable” ownership implies the application of broad equitable principles in 
determining whether such ownership actually exists.  See Hill v. Lynn, 2018 WL 
2933636, at *4 (N.D. Ill. June 12, 2018) (rejecting plaintiff’s attempt to invoke 
equitable-ownership standing, noting the plaintiff “seems to think that ‘equitable’ 
means common law ‘equity,’ that is, in fairness he ought to be the share’s owner[]” 
and clarifying “that is not how the Delaware cases . . . use the term ‘equitable’ when 
it comes to equitable ownership” (emphasis in original)). 
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No Delaware court appears to have addressed beneficial ownership in the 

context of securities lending agreements.  However, Delaware courts and other 

courts applying Delaware law uniformly have rejected claims of beneficial 

ownership in the context of analogous derivative securities, such as stock options 

and warrants, where the holder of the security possesses at most a contractual right 

to receive shares at some future time. E.g., Anadarko, 545 A.2d at 1176 (stock 

purchased on “when-issued” basis); In re Nine Sys. Corp. S’holders’ Litig., 2013 

WL 771897, at *8 (Del. Ch. Feb. 28, 2013) (non-stock interests for Preferred A 

shares held through another entity); Corporate Prop. Assocs. 14, Inc. v. CHR Hldg. 

Corp., 2008 WL 963048, at *4 (Del. Ch. Apr. 10, 2008) (warrants); New Valley,

2004 WL 1700530, at *6 (warrants); In re Facebook, Inc., Sec. & Deriv. Litig., 2013 

WL 6798160 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 23, 2013) (shares of special purpose vehicles 

established for distribution of Facebook stock), aff’d, 797 F.3d 148 (2d. Cir. 2015); 

cf. Hill, 2018 WL 2933636, at *4 (N.D. Ill. June 12, 2018) (declining to follow 

Delaware law, but noting that even under Delaware law plaintiff would not be an 

equitable owner because “[a]t best, [the plaintiff] has alleged that he has some kind 

of contractual right to the stock, which is not the same as being the current equitable 

owner of the stock” under Delaware law).  Moreover, the Court of Chancery has 

held that even a plaintiff who has placed an order to purchase shares, but who has 

not yet received the shares he ordered, does not qualify as a stockholder for 
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derivative standing purposes. See Avacus Partners, L.P. v. Brian, 1990 WL 161909, 

at *6 (Del. Ch. Oct. 24, 1990).   

In New Valley, for example, the putative derivative plaintiff sold its New 

Valley shares while retaining warrants to purchase other shares later, and argued that 

the warrants served to maintain its beneficial ownership sufficient to preserve 

derivative standing.  See 2004 WL 1700530, at *3.  This Court disagreed, finding 

that a warrant holder’s rights are “wholly contractual” and that they did not include 

“any of the rights of a stockholder of [New Valley].”  Id. at *5.  Until the warrants 

were actually converted to shares, the plaintiff was not a New Valley stockholder 

and could not pursue derivative claims.  Id. at *6.  

Similarly, Anadarko involved purchasers of company shares on a “when-

issued” basis—i.e., those purchasers received a contractual entitlement to Anadarko 

shares if and when such shares were issued in connection with a spinoff transaction.  

The Delaware Supreme Court held that these purchasers were not beneficial owners, 

and therefore had no standing to bring breach of fiduciary duty claims against 

Anadarko’s directors, because they “could not reasonably expect a continuation of 

the status quo nor did they have any assurance of a protected financial interest in

Anadarko prior to the [share] distribution.”  545 A.2d at 1177. 

The outcome here is even more clearly established:  there is no dispute that 

Firemen’s repeatedly ceded to third-parties “all incidents of ownership,” including 
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the right to vote its Oracle shares.  See supra, Section II.C (citing Northern Trust 

Decl. Ex. 4 (FRSSL0000299) at -303).  Once Firemen’s ceded those rights, it lost 

all control of those shares, including how they would be voted during the term of the 

transfer.  See Anadarko, 545 A.2d at 1177 (finding no beneficial interest where 

plaintiff “could not reasonably expect a continuation of the status quo”).

In exchange for “pass[ing] full ownership” of its Oracle shares to third-parties, 

Firemen’s received contractual rights—enforceable against the transferee, not 

Oracle—to (i) receive “Equivalent Securities” from the transferee upon conclusion 

of the “loan”; (ii) receive payments from its custodian in lieu of dividends 

(“manufactured dividends”); and (iii) have its custodian hold collateral against the 

risk of counterparty default.  See FRSSL0000299 at -303, 305; see also Mark C. 

Faulkner, An Introduction to Securities Lending (Spitalfields Advisors Ltd., 2006) 

at pp. 21-22 (noting that the transferee is entitled to “[t]he economic benefits 

associated with ownership [such as] dividends” but those payments “are 

‘manufactured’ back to the [transferor] . . . under a contractual obligation”) (included 

in compendium).  Firemen’s was not even guaranteed that it would receive 

“Equivalent Securities” upon expiration of the “loan,” because the recipients of the 

transfer could default—the risk that Northern Trust sought to mitigate by holding 

collateral.  See Northern Trust Decl. Ex. 4 (FRSSL0000299) at -302 
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.”).7 And even if such a guarantee had been 

secured, it would constitute nothing more than a contractual right to secure those 

shares in the future.  The plain and undisputed terms of the Agreement fall squarely 

within the reasoning of Anadarko, New Valley, Nine Systems, Facebook, and 

numerous other cases holding that contractual rights to receive shares sometime in 

the future are insufficient to confer beneficial ownership and by extension, standing 

to sue derivatively.  

In support of its claim to “beneficial ownership,” Firemen’s has relied entirely 

on cases pre-dating the Delaware Supreme Court’s seminal decision in Lewis v. 

Anderson, which held that “[a] plaintiff who ceases to be a shareholder, whether by 

reason of a merger or for any other reason, loses standing to continue a derivative 

suit.”  477 A.2d at 1049 (emphasis added).  Those cases provide no support for 

Firemen’s argument.

First, Firemen’s has cited Gamble-Skomo, Inc. v. Saks, 122 A.2d 120 (Del. 

1956), a 60-year old decision that is inapposite in every relevant way.  In Saks,

plaintiff held 100 shares in a margin account that permitted plaintiff’s broker to 

repledge those shares.  The case is irrelevant because (as this Court made clear in its 

                                          

7  Mark C. Faulkner, An Introduction to Securities Lending (Spitalfields 
Advisors Ltd., 2006) at p. 22 (“Most securities loans in today’s markets are made 
against collateral in order to protect the lender against the possible default of the 
borrower.”) (included in compendium).
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decision below) the broker never actually repledged those shares or otherwise 

transferred them out of plaintiff’s account.  See Saks v. Gamble, 118 A.2d 793, 794 

(Del. Ch. 1955) (“[P]laintiff is a stockholder for purposes of the statute when there 

is no showing that in fact no shares were held for plaintiff’s account.  Plaintiff’s 

papers show undisputed statements by her brokers that at all times one or another of 

them held . . . 100 shares of Gamble for plaintiff’s account.”).  Here, of course, 

Firemen’s repeatedly transferred all of its Oracle shares to third-parties. 

Firemen’s has also referred Defendants to two cases from the 1970s, 

Pennington v. Neukomm, 1973, 1973 WL 463 (Del. Ch. Oct. 3, 1973), aff’d, 344 

A.2d 386 (Del. 1975), and Jones v. Taylor, 348 A.2d 188 (Del. Ch. 1975).  See

Schranz Decl. Ex. 24 (Mar. 6, 2020 Ltr. from C. Lyons to E. Norman) at 4 n.2.  Both 

cases involved very narrow fact patterns that are not analogous to the present 

situation.  In both cases, the plaintiff sued as a minority shareholder in a closely-held 

corporation and had already purchased (i.e., paid consideration for) company 

stock—only to have the value of that stock intentionally eliminated by the majority 

stockholders’ self-dealing.  Pennington, 1973 WL 463, at *1; Jones, 348 A.2d at 

189.  With no other shareholders willing or able to pursue claims against the 

wrongdoers, the Court of Chancery construed the continuous ownership requirement 

to avoid the “inequitable result” of permitting defendants to escape liability.  E.g., 

Jones, 348 A.2d at 191-92 (“Application of the rule . . . to defeat plaintiff's right to 
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sue on behalf of the corporation would lead to an inequitable result since there are 

apparently no other shareholders of Taylor Auto who would be willing to sue.”).  

Notably, though neither Pennington nor Jones has been expressly overruled, 

no Delaware court has followed either case to reach a similar outcome in the more 

than forty-five years since they were decided.  See, e.g., New Valley, 2004 WL 

1700530, at *5-6 (Chandler, C.) (distinguishing Jones and Pennington).  In New 

Valley, for example, Chancellor Chandler distinguished the stock warrant contracts 

pending before him from the contracts at issue in Jones and Pennington by 

examining the language of the warrants to ascertain what rights the plaintiff held in 

company stock.  Id. Because the warrants made “clear as day” that the warrant 

holders did not possess “any of the rights of a stockholder of the [c]ompany,” 

including the “entitle[ment] to vote or to receive dividends,” Chancellor Chandler 

found the warrants to foreclose plaintiff’s claim to beneficial ownership in company 

stock.  Id. at *2.  The agreement at issue here is similarly “clear as day”:  after 

transferring its shares, Firemen’s did not possess any “incidents of ownership . . . 

including but without limitation the rights to vote the Borrowed Securities and to 

transfer or loan the Borrowed Securities to others.”  See Northern Trust Decl. Ex. 4 

(FRSSL0000299) at-303.  Consistent with the unbroken line of cases decided over 

the past forty-five years since Pennington and Jones, including New Valley,

Anadarko, and In re Nine Systems, Firemen’s contractual entitlement to receive 
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Oracle shares in the future is insufficient to confer beneficial ownership of those 

shares as a matter of law.8

Although the transfers themselves are sufficient to defeat standing, the manner 

in which Firemen’s repeatedly ceded its ownership of Oracle shares further 

underscores why Firemen’s is unfit to represent Oracle’s interests in this litigation.  

See Parfi, 954 A.2d at 942 (“Pursuing a derivative claim requires more than 

ownership.  A plaintiff must also ‘satisfy the adequacy requirements implicit in 

Court of Chancery Rule 23.1.’”).  As described above, the practice of “securities 

lending” in which Firemen’s repeatedly engaged is detrimental to the interests of 

Oracle and its bona fide shareholders.  Firemen’s transferred its shares without any 

concern that they might be used to harm Oracle’s interests through short-selling, 

“empty voting,” or other such activities—simply to turn a quick, but nominal, profit.  

                                          

8  To the extent Jones and Pennington invoked the Court of Chancery’s 
equitable powers to find that plaintiffs maintained standing on the unique facts 
presented, that invocation is inconsistent with the Delaware Supreme Court’s 
subsequent ruling in Lewis v. Anderson, as discussed above.  477 A.2d at 1049; see 
also Lewis v. Ward, 852 A.2d 896, 901, n.2 (Del. 2004) (noting panel’s 
“unanimous view” that the Court’s “seminal holding in Lewis v. Anderson . . .
should not be overruled” and rejecting plaintiff’s argument that “under general 
principles of equity and fairness, she has ‘equitable standing’ to proceed with her 
derivative claims”).  Nor are any “equitable” concerns present here, where Oracle’s 
3.217 billion common shares outstanding (as of the quarter-ended February 29, 
2020) guarantee the existence of other shareholders who could pursue this 
litigation if they believe it has merit.  At least one shareholder, Robert Jessup, who 
claims to satisfy the continuous ownership requirement, has been permitted to 
intervene.  Mr. Jessup’s claim, of course, will be tested through discovery. 
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See, supra, Section II.E (discussing decision by world’s largest pension fund to cease 

securities lending over concerns that such programs harm corporate interests and 

noted academics expressing similar concern).  Indeed, just ten days after convincing 

this Court to appoint it as Lead Plaintiff, Firemen’s actually ceded its right to vote 

on whether the very directors it has accused of breaching their fiduciary duties 

should be re-elected.  A shareholder who voluntarily surrendered its fundamental 

right to elect company directors for profit, and did so without regard for who 

received and exercised that right, has no business substituting its judgment for 

Oracle’s duly-elected Board. 

IV. CONCLUSION  

At the April 29th oral argument on Robert Jessup’s motion to intervene, 

counsel characterized the above argument as “novel.”  Schranz Decl. Ex. 25 (Tr. of 

Oral Argument on R. Jessup’s Mot. to Intervene) at 15:16, 19:1.  Respectfully, there 

is nothing “novel” about the argument; it follows well-settled Delaware law and is 

“clear as day” on the facts presented.  What is perhaps “novel” is the conduct of 

Firemen’s—Oracle’s supposed fiduciary—in this matter: (i) transferring all of its 

Oracle shares to third-parties three days after seeking appointment as Lead Plaintiff; 

(ii) saying nothing about the transfer at the Lead Plaintiff appointment hearing four 

days later; (iii) securing appointment from this Court on September 7, 2017 and then 

promptly transferring all of its Oracle shares again to third-parties on September 18, 
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thereby surrendering its right to vote at the annual Oracle stockholder’s meeting 

where the very directors that Firemen’s now accuses of breaching their fiduciary 

duties stood for election; and (iv) transferring all of its Oracle shares to third parties 

on nine additional occasions, through May 5, 2019.  Summary judgment should be 

entered against Firemen’s Fund for lack of standing.  
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